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Proximex Announced as Gold Winner of Government Security News
Annual Border Security Award
San Jose, Calif. (Business Wire) – March 29, 2013 – Proximex™, the global leader in physical security
information management (PSIM) and integrated situational intelligence, has been identified as a Gold
Winner in the “Best Physical Information Management Solution (PSIM)” category, in the Government
Security News Annual Border Security Awards competition. Proximex won the award for its work with the
Port of Long Beach, CA. Awards were formally announced and handed out at the Border Security Expo,
which took place in Phoenix, AZ, on March 12-13, 2013.
“We are honored Proximex has been recognized by Government Security News as a leader in border
security,” said Larry Lien, Vice President, Product Management at Proximex. “We work every day to protect
complex assets and mitigate risks for our customers, and are thrilled to receive this award recognizing our
Surveillint solution.”
This is the 9th consecutive award for Proximex and continues the recognition of Surveillint’s innovative
approach and Proximex’s thought leadership in the PSIM industry. The winners were selected by a panel of
judges led by Chuck Brooks, who earned an MA in International Relations from the University of Chicago,
was an Adjunct Professor at Johns Hopkins University, was the first Director of Legislative Affairs for the
Science and Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Security and was a defense and
foreign policy advisor to the late Senator Arlen Spector.
"We received an impressive collection of entries from large and small companies involved in border
security," said Jacob Goodwin, Editor-in-Chief of Government Security News. "We’re now pleased to unveil
our list of honored companies and government agencies."
Surveillint by Proximex has delivered impressive results across the globe, helping customers reduce overall
reporting time by up to 60 percent, alarm volume by up to 40 percent, individual response times by up to
90 percent and event and phone call ASA by up to 450 percent. The winning submission featured an
installation at the Port of Long Beach, CA, the second busiest port in the U.S., which relied on Surveillint to
integrate new and legacy systems, mitigate risk and enforce compliance by creating overall domain
awareness.

About Proximex
Based in San Jose, Calif., Proximex is the global leader in physical security information management (PSIM)
and integrated situational intelligence. Global customers operating in a variety of mission critical
environments applaud Proximex solutions for delivering the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in
scalability, availability and failover capabilities, and the most robust integrations in the industry. Proximex
solutions join and correlate information from disparate security systems into one centralized environment,

thereby transforming massive amounts of data into useable, actionable information. Leveraging the
company’s IT heritage, Proximex solutions integrate physical and logical security systems with network and
health monitoring technologies to catch multi-pronged attacks and relay important business-level
information. For more information, visit www.proximex.com.
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